Cordyline Renegade (‘Tana’)  

Key Features

- Broad glossy deep purple-black foliage
- Unique clump forming habit normally associated with Phormium / NZ Flax.
- A striking impulse plant with a long period of seasonal interest.

Characteristics

Genus & Species: Cordyline banksii x australis x pumilo
Protection Status: PP18,605. COPF Open.
USDA Zone: Zone 8-11, (10°F or -12°C).
Bloom: Fragrant jasmine scented sprays of tiny white star shaped blooms.
Bloom Time: Mid-late summer.
Foliage: Broad, glossy deep purple-black foliage.
Habit: Tight clumping habit. 3’ x 3’.
Propagation: TC / Toe cuttings. License required for propagation.
Culture: Well-drained soil in full sun to part shade.
Additional Comments: Cordyline are a gross feeding plant. Regular liquid balanced feeds including trace elements will enhance the foliage color. Drought tolerant once established.
Uses: Pots & Containers, Garden Border, Modern landscape.

Approximate Finishing Time

4.5” Quarts: 12-16 weeks from a 72 cell transplant (Spring Planting).
6” Gallons: 20-24 weeks from a 72 cell transplant (Spring Planting).

Closest Variety: C. Festival Grass™ (‘Jurred’) PP 14,224

Key Differences:

- Renegade broad purple-black foliage vs. narrow red-plum foliage.
- Renegade fragrant flowers at a young age vs. regular age.
- Renegade quicker growing vs. regular.

PlantHaven Disclaimer: These Grower Notes are based on our experience with this crop. Growth will vary depending on location, climate, growing medium and cultural practices. Where fertilizer & chemical use is involved, read the labels, follow the manufacturer’s instructions & practice careful trialing methods. Note: All PlantHaven varieties are subject to patent protection: unlicensed propagation prohibited.